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Abstract

Nucleon-trinucleon overlap functions in *He have been parametrized

as a sum of exponentials, and are fit to the charge form factor of ''He.

We present results with and without taking account of meson-exchange

corrections.
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In various nuclear reactions the vHe-*He or "He-t overlap function

plays an important role. For example, in elastic proton-"He scattering

the overlap function enters the triton exchange diagram at backward

angles [1,2]; in *He(p,d)3He it is an integral part of the DWBA-amplitude [3]

or of the rescattering amplitude described in ref. [A], and for *He(p,2p)t

it is an ingredient of the DWIA expression [5]. In many of these cases

a simple Eckart wave function has been used. This form was first fit by

Lim [6] to the *He charge form factor.

In this letter we present overlap functions which are simply parametrized,

but not limited to the Eckart form, and which incorporate the most recent

electron-l|He scattering data at low [7] and high [8] momentum transfers.

Also, we take account of meson exchange effects which contribute signifi-

cantly to electron scattering [9,10] and, therefore, have to be removed

before the overlap function can be extracted. In order to illustrate

the importance of meson exchange corrections we present also wave functions

which have not been corrected for these effects.

Formally, the correct way to calculate the overlap function is by cal-

culating the three-body wave functions with Faddeev equations [ll], the

four-body wave functions with extended Faddeev equations [12] or alterna-

tive methods [13], and finally to calculate the overlap. Needless to say,

this is a major undertaking which does not even guarantee accurate wave

functions as we can see from the poor predictions for electron scattering

at high momentum transfer in the three-body case [9]. The simple method

of ref. [6], where the overlap function is directly fitted to the charge

form factor may, therefore, well lead to more accurate results. Lim [6]



writes:

n p(p)» 0)

where * n(p) is the overlap functionn»p

jdr |dri2 *vHe(p.r,ri2) •3 H e fs H(r,r 1 2). (2)

The charge form factor can now approximately be written as:

Fch(q
2) =F<1)(q') + F H E C ( q

2 ) , (3)

where the one-body charge form factor 1s given by

F(l)(q2) = 2G|(q2) Jdp exp(i | q . p ) . (4)

The isoscalar nucleon electric form factor is a combination of proton and

nucleon form factors:

g | +Gj(q 2)), (5)

and 1s normalized to .5 at q = 0.

We have used the following widely used dipole form for the proton charge

form factor:

I
\ . •

whereas the neutron form factor is parametrized according to ref. [14J;



• "
Vr, VSTK GJ?(q2); n = r i , b = 5.6 (7

n l+nb t 4m«

In the x2-search for * _(p) we allow for an error of 30% in G?, whereas
n»p t

the relat ive error in GE is approximated by a simple analytic form which

is f i t to the experimental errors. For the meson exchange contribution

we have used the results of ref . [10], which are based on theoretical

Faddeev-Brueckner-Hartree-Fock wave functions. Their results can be par-

ametrized by the form:

FMK(q2) = - .00802 (q2 + .155) exp(-.245 q2 ) . (8)

A 10% error in F.,rC was allowed for in the x2-search. Below the minimum

the one-body and meson-exchange contributions are destructive, above i t

they become constructive. Our method di f fers from that followed by

Shepard et at. [3] in that they f i t <f> (p) to the theoretical one-body
n,p

form factor of ref. f i o ] , whereas we subtract the theoretical meson-

exchange-contribution from the experimental charge form factor, so that

we minimize the effects of theoretical uncertainties. (Shepard et al. [3]

also use a s l ight ly different nucleon form factor.) The overlap wave

function was parametrized in a series of exponentials:

The normalization condition requires:

I lf± = 1. (10)



The corresponding momentum space wave function is given by

and the one-body charge form factor is given by

* U 02)

The asymptotic tail of the overlap wave function is determined by the

separation energy. There is a slight difference between the proton and

neutron separation energy. However, since we have used isotopic invariancc

in deriving eq. (4), we cannot take this small difference into account.

Since the proton contributes mainly to P ! ' ( q 2 ) , we have taken 0j = .846

fin"1, as was done in earlier work [6].

In table 1 we present the final meson corrected and uncorrected wave

functions. The parameters were obtained through a standard x2-search over

77 experimental points contained in ref. [15] (23 points), ret. {8J (7 points),

and ref. [7] (47 points). We found that the best fits were obtained with

evenly spaced 8,. Consequently we used the following beta's:

&j • Pi + U - D Y , J-1....5, (13)

with p, = .846 fnf1, and Y * 1.42 fm~T. Lesniak et al. (l) used the same

values 1n their Eckart wave function. However, the corresponding values

of Oj in the Eckart wave function are interrelated by at = a5, a2 = a* = -4aj,

and a5 = 6oi. In our x2-search all o's are free to vary, although they have

to satisfy eq. (10) and u(0) = 0, i.e. I o. = 0.



In fig. 1 we show the charge form factor Pl'(q*)/2Gp(q3) obtained

with the corrected and uncorrected wave function. Since the fit to the

data is near perfect we have not shown the experimental points. The

X2/datum is .17 for the corrected and .26 for the uncorrected wave function.

In fig. 2 we show the uncorrected and corrected overlap functions in

configuration space. The wave function has a fairly long tail, a feature

which also necessitated the use of modified Fermi distributions in the

analysis of the charge density [7]. The rms radius of the corrected wave

function is 1.99 fm and of the uncorrected wave function 2.02 fm. In

ref. [5] an earlier version of our meson corrected wave function (the

neutron form factor used is slightly different) is compared to Lim's [6]

wave function. Distinctive features of our wave function are the hole

for p <.25 fm, the plateau between this point and 1.2 fm, and the slower

fall-off beyond 1.5 fm.

In fig. 3 we show the wave function in momentum space. The meson

corrected wave function is smaller near the secondary maximum, a feature

emphasized in ref. [3]. However, the difference which we find between

the corrected and uncorrected wave function 1s much smaller than in ref. [3].
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Table 1

Parameter sets for the meson corrected and uncorrected wave

function. In brackets are the root mean square errors 1n the

parameters. The parameters are displayed with many decimals

to ease their use in cases where satisfaction of eqs. (10)

and T oij = 0 are essential. The e^ are given by eq. (13).

Corrected

Uncorrected

4.8492

(.0125)

4.9841

(.0137)

-23.1120

(.2270)

-24.5335

(.2633)

as

47.5896

(1.008)

51.1602

(1.210)

-46

(1

-49

(1

a*

.3606

.571)

.9941

.934)

17

16

.0338

.3833



Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Theoretical one-body charge form factor F'T '(q2)/2Gr(q2) when

meson exchange corrections are ( ) and are not { ) sub-

tracted in the f i t to the experimental charge form factor.

Fig. 2 Meson corrected ( ) and uncorrected ( ) overlap functions

1n configuration space. The wave functions are normalized to
90

fdp u(p)4 = 1 .

F1g. 3 Meson corrected ( ) and uncorrected ( ) overlap functions

in momentum space, dp |<{>(p)|z s !•



Fig. 3


